


3 Keys To Playing Music You Love

 

Introduction

In the era of Youtube, there are a lot of bad habits that people develop when it comes to
learning guitar. It is common for someone hear a song they love, look it up on the internet, 
and start strumming.

In the long run this approach to learning guitar makes the process harder, takes longer, 
and often ends in discouragement. That is why most guitars rest in the corner of the room
collecting layers of dust.

The issue is TECHNIQUE. 
Bad technique is the most common by product of self-taught guitar players. It will hold you 
back from playing more complex songs. It will become a frustration when you try to learn 
how to solo. And it takes a looonng time to unlearn the bad habits. It is a shame that so 
many people give it up.   I don’t want that to be you.

    Learning to play the guitar is a beautiful thing. 
    It unlocks a world of music at your fingertips.
    Learned correctly and you will find a lifetime of enjoyment in it.

I have been coaching guitar for over 30 years. In that 30 years I have discovered the 3 keys to
learning guitar. Embrace them and you will make rapid progress, build great habits, and turn
your interest in guitar into a lifelong source of enjoyment.



Find a Good Coach

We have all experienced what it is like to stagnate when we try to learn something on our own.
It kills our motivation. Personally, when I started playing guitar I found myself playing the same
songs over and over. It took so much effort to master them that it was intimidating to put in
that same effort over and over again to learn something new.

Things would have been smoother had I begun with a better foundation. The best foundation
to begin with is a good coach. A good coach will be able to see your blindspots, teach you
proper technique, and put you on a path to progressively improve.

Find a coach that sets goals for you, has patience to teach, has experience in the style of music you want to 
learn, and a good sense of humor. Most guitar coaches are coming from a place of passion for music and they 
perform and record on a regular basis.

Nothing will build your confidence more than having an expert tell you when you are doing it right and con-
gratulate you when you improve. This confidence will keep you motivated.
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You Need a Practice Schedule

Aimless practice ends in frustration. It makes the learning process take much longer. It is the
shortcut that ends up making the journey to learning guitar take twice as long. Our desire is 
to begin playing the songs we love from the start. It seems like the shortest route. But this will 
eventually catch up with you. You will find yourself in a rut and unable to grow as a musician.

You need to start with the basics and practice them. You need to practice chords, scales, and proper hand 
technique. You need a simple practice regimen to develop finger coordination and muscle memory. These 
are the building blocks to playing the music you love.

Practicing on a regular basis is vital but just as important is how you practice. Focused practice will build 
the competencies that lead to lifelong enjoyment and success on the guitar.
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Conclusion

You’re never too old to experience the joy of playing music
A lot of us would love to learn how to play music, but feel like the opportunity has passed us by. 
The truth is it is simpler than you imagine. You can make rapid progress with the right guidance.

I have 30+ years experience helping people just like you learn to play music 

they love. First lesson is free. Learn faster than on your own. Schedule today.

805 324-3596
scott@scottknightmusic.com   |   scottknightmusic.com

Give Yourself To It For 30 Days

We all start the endeavor of learning something new, like the guitar, with a moment of inspiration. 
We get a picture in our head of how cool and enjoyable it would be to pick up the guitar and play. 
That vision gives us a ton of energy to go learn. But at some point that energy fades and reality hits. 
This moment of reality is where we must meet our enthusiasm with discipline.

To see real progress you need to give yourself to the discipline of practicing your guitar for 30 minutes a day 
5 days a week for 1 month. With that investment and time your muscle memory and finger coordination will 
improve massively. It is here that you will start to be capable of learning the songs you love.


